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Acute tox goodbye:
A paradigm shift in toxicology

FROM:
focus on acute 
effects at high 
doses

TO:
focus on the ability of compounds to 
influence endocrine systems and 
metabolic homeostasis at low doses
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Estrogen-receptor

Vitellogenin

Oocyte development/
ovotestis

Reproduction/ 
Population effects

EDC

Vitellogenin (VTG) = biomarker for 
endocrine disrupting compounds (EDC)

Figures from Arukwe & Goksøyr Comp Hepatol (2003)

VTG
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Complexity of systems in ecotoxicology

Single 
molecule

Tissue
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interactions
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Complexity

Mechanistic understanding
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The emergence of systems biology

The emerging field of systems biology attempts to harness the power of mathematics, 
engineering, and computer science to analyze and integrate data from all the “omics” 

and ultimately create working models of entire biological systems.

Spivey A (2004) Systems biology: the big picture. Environ Health Perspect.

We’re exposed to lots of chemicals 
but at very low concentrations 

over time. We need tools to help us 
understand how complex 

exposures perturb complex 
systems.

- William Suk
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Holistic analysis - the ultimate vs the feasible

Paradoxically, systems biology research suffers from having 
both too much data and not enough.

the feasible version:

«To analyze enough of the relevant 
variables to reach realistic conclusions, -

and avoid looking stupid!»
George Somero, 28th ESCPB, Bilbao, Spain, Sept. 2, 2012
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sequence analysis, but is being actively developed to meet the various needs within the Genofisk consortium. 

The iCod project will benefit from this development, and will as users of the system play an important role in 

guiding the future development process. In fact, Goksøyr's group has already contributed to the development of 

a module for making the EST data available for proteomics data analysis. GAFFA will be integrated into the 

eSysBio system, thus making it easier to exploit the sequence data in the concerted analysis of microarray and 

proteomics data. GAFFA will continuously adopt new cod sequence data as they are generated within this and 

other projects, immediately making them available for analysis. 

• Deliverables: New versions of cod EST and gene sequence databases assembled for systems biology use

• Partners involved: PP (SP leader), SWO, PO, BEG, OAK

Project flow diagram

Budget

2009 2010 2011

1 scientist/PI 749 749 749

Overseas fellowships 147 138

Technical assistance 335 350 370

Running costs 300 400 400

R&D Services 50 50 50

Total 1581 1687 1569

Own contribution 50 50 50

NFR application 1531 1637 1519

*Running costs include reagents and consumables enzymes, fine chemicals and other reagents for molecular biology re-

search, Q-rtPCR, proteomics (MALDI-ToF), antibody-based assays and arrays. In addition it will cover 20 microarrays per 

year (a 3000 NOK) at NMC, two controlled cod exposures in aquaria facilities at ILAB (á 40,000 NOK), travels within the con-

sortium and to scientific conferences. 
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Integrative environmental genomics of cod:
iCod Project (NFR, 2009-2012)

• Observe transcriptional and 
translational responses of the 
cod genome

• Integrate into mechanistic 
insights using a systems 
biology approach

• Based on established 
competence in cod physiology, 
transcriptomics, proteomics, 
bioinformatics
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Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua)

• Important species in North-Atlantic fisheries
• Increasing use in aquaculture
• Spawning grounds in important oil production areas
• Genome information available through 454 and EST-sequencing 

(www.codgenome.no/Star et al., Nature 2011)

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature10342

The genome sequence of Atlantic cod reveals a
unique immune system
Bastiaan Star1, Alexander J. Nederbragt1, Sissel Jentoft1, Unni Grimholt1, Martin Malmstrøm1, Tone F. Gregers2, Trine B. Rounge1,
Jonas Paulsen1,3, Monica H. Solbakken1, Animesh Sharma4, Ola F. Wetten5,6, Anders Lanzén7,8, Roger Winer9, James Knight9,
Jan-Hinnerk Vogel10, Bronwen Aken10, Øivind Andersen11, Karin Lagesen1, Ave Tooming-Klunderud1, Rolf B. Edvardsen12,
Kirubakaran G. Tina1,13, Mari Espelund1, Chirag Nepal4,8, Christopher Previti8, Bård Ove Karlsen14, Truls Moum14, Morten Skage1,
Paul R. Berg1, Tor Gjøen15, Heiner Kuhl16, Jim Thorsen17, Ketil Malde12, Richard Reinhardt16, Lei Du9, Steinar D. Johansen14,18,
Steve Searle10, Sigbjørn Lien13, Frank Nilsen19, Inge Jonassen4,8, Stig W. Omholt1,13, Nils Chr. Stenseth1 & Kjetill S. Jakobsen1

Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) is a large, cold-adapted teleost that sus-
tains long-standing commercial fisheries and incipient aquaculture1,2.
Here we present the genome sequence of Atlantic cod, showing
evidence for complex thermal adaptations in its haemoglobin gene
cluster and an unusual immune architecture compared to other
sequenced vertebrates. The genome assembly was obtained exclu-
sively by 454 sequencing of shotgun and paired-end libraries, and
automated annotation identified 22,154 genes. The major histo-
compatibility complex (MHC) II is a conserved feature of the
adaptive immune system of jawed vertebrates3,4, but we show that
Atlantic cod has lost the genes for MHC II, CD4 and invariant chain
(Ii) that are essential for the function of this pathway. Nevertheless,
Atlantic cod is not exceptionally susceptible to disease under
natural conditions5. We find a highly expanded number of
MHC I genes and a unique composition of its Toll-like receptor
(TLR) families. This indicates how the Atlantic cod immune system
has evolved compensatory mechanisms in both adaptive and innate
immunity in the absence of MHC II. These observations affect
fundamental assumptions about the evolution of the adaptive
immune system and its components in vertebrates.

We sequenced the genome of a heterozygous male Atlantic cod
(NEAC_001, Supplementary Notes 1 and 2), applying a whole-
genome shotgun approach to 403 coverage (estimated genome size
of 830 megabases (Mb), Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary
Fig. 2) using 454 technology (Supplementary Note 3). Two programs
(Newbler6 and Celera7, Supplementary Notes 5 and 6) produced
assemblies with short contigs, yet with scaffolds of comparable size to
those of Sanger-sequenced teleost genomes (Supplementary Note 10 and
Supplementary Fig. 8). Although fragmentation due to short tandem
repeats is difficult to address (Supplementary Note 7), we resolved
numerous gaps attributable to heterozygosity (Supplementary Note 8).
The assemblies differ in scaffold and contig length (Table 1), although
their scaffolds align to a large extent (Supplementary Note 9 and Sup-
plementary Fig. 7). We obtained about one million single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) by mapping 454 and Illumina reads from the
sequenced individual to the Newbler assembly (Supplementary Note 11).
Both assemblies cover more than 98% of the reads from an extensive
transcriptome data set, indicating that the proteome is well represented
(Supplementary Note 13). The assemblies are consistent with four

independently assembled bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) insert
clones (Supplementary Note 14 and Supplementary Fig. 9), and with
the expected insert size of paired BAC-end reads (Supplementary Note
15 and Supplementary Fig. 10).

A standard annotation approach based on protein evidence was
complemented by a whole-genome alignment of the Atlantic cod with
the stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), after repeat-masking 25.4% of
the Newbler assembly (Supplementary Note 16 and Supplementary
Table 6). In this way, 17,920 out of 20,787 protein-coding stickleback
genes were mapped onto reorganized scaffolds (Supplementary Note 17).
Additional protein-coding genes, pseudogenes and non-coding RNAs
were annotated using the standard Ensembl pipeline. These approaches
resulted in a final gene set of 22,154 genes (Supplementary Table 7).
Comparative analysis of gene ontology classes indicates that the major
functional pathways are represented in the annotated gene set
(Supplementary Note 18 and Supplementary Fig. 11). We anchored
332 Mb of the Newbler assembly to 23 linkage groups of an existing
Atlantic cod linkage map using 924 SNPs8 (Supplementary Note 19 and
Supplementary Table 8). These linkage groups have distinct orthology
to chromosomes of other teleosts, on the basis of the number of co-
occurring genes, showing that the whole-genome shotgun assembly
reflects the expected chromosomal ancestry (Fig. 1, Supplementary
Note 20 and Supplementary Table 9).

1Centre for Ecological and Evolutionary Synthesis (CEES), Department of Biology, University of Oslo, PO Box 1066, Blindern, N-0316 Oslo, Norway. 2Department of Molecular Biosciences, Centre for
Immune Regulation, University of Oslo, Blindern, N-0316 Oslo, Norway. 3Bioinformatics Core Facility, Institute for Medical Informatics, Oslo University Hospital, Montebello, N-0310 Oslo, Norway.
4Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, N-5020 Bergen, Norway. 5Department of Natural Sciences and Technology, Hedmark University College, P.O. Box 4010, Bedriftsenteret, N-2306 Hamar,
Norway. 6Department of Animal and Aquacultural Sciences, University of Life Sciences, P.O. Box 5003, N-1432 Ås, Norway. 7Department of Biology, Centre for Geobiology, University of Bergen, N-5020
Bergen, Norway. 8Computational Biology Unit, Uni Computing, Uni Research AS, N-5020 Bergen, Norway. 9454 Life Sciences, 15 Commercial Street, Branford, Connecticut 06405, USA. 10Wellcome Trust
Sanger Institute, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Hinxton, Cambridge CB10 1SA, UK. 11Nofima Marine, P.O. Box 5010, N-1430 Ås, Norway. 12Institute of Marine Research, P.O., Box 1870, Nordnes,
N-5817 Bergen, Norway. 13Department of Animal and Aquacultural Sciences, CIGENE, Centre for Integrative Genetics, Norwegian University of Life Sciences, PO Box 5003, 1432 Ås, Norway. 14Faculty of
Biosciences and Aquaculture, University of Nordland, N-8049 Bodø, Norway. 15Department of Pharmaceutical Biosciences, School of Pharmacy, University of Oslo, P.O. Box 1068, Blindern, N-0316 Oslo,
Norway. 16Max Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics, Ihnestrasse 63-73, D-14195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany. 17Institute for Basic Sciences and Aquatic Medicine, School of Veterinary Sciences, N-0033
Oslo, Norway. 18Department of Medical Biology, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Tromsø, N-9037 Tromsø, Norway. 19Department of Biology, PO Box 7803, University of Bergen, N-5020 Bergen,
Norway.

Table 1 | Assembly statistics
Number Bases (Mb) N50L (bp)* N50 (n){ ML (bp){

Newbler

Contigs1 284,239 536 2,778 50,237 76,504
Scaffolds 6,467 611 687,709 218 4,999,318
Entire assemblyI 157,887 753 459,495 344 4,999,318

Celera

Contigs1 135,024 555 7,128 19,938 117,463
Scaffolds 3,832 608 488,312 373 2,810,583
Entire assemblyI 17,039 629 469,840 395 2,810,583

*Minimum sequence length in which half of the assembled bases occur.
{Number of sequences with lengths of N50L or longer.
{Maximum length.
1Contigs longer than 500 bp.
IScaffolds and unplaced contigs.
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Genomics
Mining the genome for defensome genes, incl. the CYPome

e.g. Karlsen et al., 2012

Transcriptomics
Custom made 135k cod oligonucleotide arrays
44k EST ”contigs” (Cod Genome Sequencing Consortium)
60 nucleotide probes
Coverage of nearly all genes
Q-PCR validation

Proteomics
2D gel electrophoresis and Delta2D image analysis

e.g. Bohne-Kjersem et al., 2009; 2010; Berg et al. 2010; 2011
MALDI-TOF and Q-TOF LC-MS/MS
ORBITRAP
Label-free and gel-free approaches
iTRAQ
SID-SRM and MRM

Bioinformatics tools
KEGG and DAVID: gene ontology, enrichment analysis
Metacore GeneGo: pathway, interactome analysis etc.

!

12x135k arrays 
(Roche-NimbleGen)

Environmental genomics approach
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Four  cytochrome  P450  (CYP)  isozymes  were  purified  earlier  from  liver  microsomes  of Atlantic  cod  (Gadus
morhua)  exposed  to  !-naphthoflavone.  These  isozymes  were  named  P-450a–d  and  described  with regard
to optical  properties,  enzymatic  activity,  molecular  weight  and  immunological  reactivity.  Subsequent
analyses  of  the  individual  CYP  fractions  have  shown  that  P-450c  corresponds  to  a CYP1A  isozyme,  and
immunochemical  analyses  have  indicated  that  P-450b  belongs  to  the  CYP3A  subfamily.  However,  no
sequence  data  has  been  obtained  to  confirm  these  results,  and  the  identities  of the  P-450a  and  P-450d
have  also  remained  unknown.  The  sequencing  effort  of  the  cod  genome  and  expanding  cod EST-databases
(www.codgenome.no) have  substantially  increased  the  number  of protein  sequences  available  from  cod.
Mass  spectrometric  techniques  were  therefore  applied  to further  characterize  the proteins  in historically
archived  samples  of  P-450a–d  fractions.  These  analyses  revealed  large  heterogeneities  of CYPs within
the  purified  samples.  The  most  prominent  CYP  isozymes  present  include  members  of the  CYP1A,  CYP1C,
CYP3A  and  CYP4V  families.  In  total,  29  unique  CYPs  belonging  to  9 CYP  gene  families  and  15 subfamilies
were  identified  with  mass  spectrometry.  This  analysis  was  also  accompanied  with  genomic  mining  as
the first  step  to  unveil  the  full  suite  of  cod  CYP  genes.  In  total,  55  CYP  genes  were predicted  from  the  cod
genome,  distributed  among  16  CYP  gene  families  that  are  also  present  in other  fish  as  well  as  mammals.
Importantly,  the majority  of  the  CYPs  revealed  in  this  study  have  not  previously  been  reported  from
cod,  and  represents  the  first  proteomic  survey  to  uncover  the  expressed  complement  of  CYPs in  any
non-mammalian  species.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Cytochrome P450s (CYPs) constitute a large superfamily of pro-
teins involved in biotransformation of numerous endogenous and
exogenous compounds. This polysubstrate monooxygenase system
is found in the whole range of living organisms, but most attention
has been devoted to mammalian species (Arellano-Aguilar et al.,
2009). It has been shown that fish and mammalian lineages share
near all CYP families (except CYP39) (Nelson, 2003), but whether
the orthologous CYPs have corresponding functions remain to a
large extent to be determined. The encoded CYP-complement of
an organism is often referred to as the CYPome. Characterizing
the CYPome is of great importance for obtaining knowledge of

! Corresponding author at: Department of Molecular Biology, University of
Bergen, Norway. Tel.: +47 55584651; fax: +47 55589683.

E-mail address: odd.karlsen@mbi.uib.no (O.A. Karlsen).

persistence and action of endogenous regulatory molecules, and
importantly, the persistence and biochemical fate of toxicants and
carcinogens (Goldstone et al., 2010; Kelly et al., 2009; Lamb et al.,
2002).

Traditionally, members of the P450 superfamily have been used
as biomarkers of exposure. Several CYPs respond to pollutants
such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), dioxins, pesticides, heavy metals and steroido-
genic compounds. CYP1A has become a well-established in-vivo
biomarker of exposure in fish, including Atlantic cod (Gadus
morhua) (Abrahamson et al., 2008; Goksøyr and Förlin, 1992;
Goksøyr and Husøy, 1998; Whyte et al., 2000). Measurement of
7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethlyase (EROD) activity, which is a cat-
alytic measurement of CYP1A induction, is in particular used to
monitor xenobiotics like planar halogenated hydrocarbons, PAHs,
and structurally related compounds. !-Naphthoflavone belongs to
the class of PAHs and is a potent agonist of the AhR transcrip-
tion factor, and a standard CYP1A inducer in both mammals and

0166-445X/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.aquatox.2011.08.018

Cod vs zebrafish CYPome
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Chemical contaminants of most concern for ocean 
and human health

Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons

(PAHs)

Methylmercury
(MeHg)

Chemicals of emerging concern
(CECs)

New flame retardants, PPCPs, 
phenolics, perfluorinated compounds, 
nanomaterials, pesticides, many more 

Polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs)
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MeHg  treatment:	 	 	
Control 	 	   (n=5) 	
0.5 mg/Kg BW  (n=5)
2 mg/Kg BW	   (n=5)

Hierarchical cluster analysis based on genes 
most significantly regulated by MeHg

Principal component analysis

Differentially expressed genes

Up-regulated: 429
Down regulated: 226

Total: 655

MeHg exposure of cod: Transcriptomics

Yadetie et al., Aquat. Toxicol. (in press)

Lo
g 2
Ra

8o

Genes

Up-‐
regulated

Down-‐
regulated
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MeHg exposure of cod:
Enriched GO terms and KEGG pathways 

Gene ontology term Count PValue Benjamini FDR

Amino acid catabolism 9 1.7E-04 2.9E-02 0.2

Amino acid metabolism 20 2.0E-04 1.7E-02 0.2

Glycolysis 8 5.6E-04 3.2E-02 0.7

Acyl-CoA metabolism 6 8.1E-04 3.5E-02 1.0

Fatty acid metabolism 16 8.9E-04 3.1E-02 1.1

KEGG pathway

Fatty acid metabolism 10 3.4E-05 5.5E-03 0.0

Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis 12 3.6E-05 2.9E-03 0.0

Valine, leucine and isoleucine 
degradation 10 7.6E-05 4.1E-03 0.1

Glutathione metabolism 10 2.2E-04 8.7E-03 0.3

MeHg

Yadetie et al., Aquat. Toxicol. (in press)
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Metacore top scored 
map “Glycolysis and 
gluconeogenesis” 

MeHg
Yadetie et al., Aquat. Toxicol. (in press)
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Map of NRF2 
mediated 
regulation of 
oxidative stress 
response pathway 
affected by MeHg

MeHg
Yadetie et al., Aquat. Toxicol. (in press)
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Two-way clustering 
of all normalised 

data from all 
groups

MeHg exposure: Label-free proteomics analysis

0 mg/kg 0,5 mg/kg 2 mg/kg

39 up-regulated proteins
78 down-regulated proteins

MeHg
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3D PCA-plot of all 
normalised data

MeHg/Proteomics: Principal component analysis (PCA)

0 mg/kg

0,5 mg/kg

2 mg/kg

MeHg
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Pathways (Metacore): proteome (■) vs transcriptome (■) data

MeHg
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MeHg: Proteins (1) vs transcripts (2)
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Hierarchical cluster analysis Principal component analysis

Log2Ratio PCB153

PCB153 exposure of cod: Transcriptomics
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Significantly	  enriched	  GeneGo	  Pathway	  maps

Only	  significant	  	  pathways	  are	  shown	  (FDR<5) PCB153
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SCAP/SREBP	  Transcrip4onal	  Control	  of	  Cholesterol	  and	  FA	  Biosynthesis	  (GeneGo	  map,	  p	  =	  2.4e-‐7)

1_PCB153_0.5mg

2_PCB153_2mg

3_PCB153_8mg

PCB153
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Cell	  cycle_Start	  of	  DNA	  replica4on	  in	  early	  S	  phase	  (GeneGo	  map,	  p	  =	  2.2e-‐3)

1_PCB153_0.5mg

2_PCB153_2mg

3_PCB153_8mg
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qPCR:	  Lipogenic	  genes
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Cell	  cycle	  
Differ.
(DNA	  pols,	  
MCMC)

Lipogenic	  genes
(FABPs,	  ACLY,	  ACACA,	  FASN,	  SCD5)

Adipocytes

Inducer

Pre-‐adipocytes

Signaling	  cascade

Immediate-‐Early	  
factors	  (EGR1,	  c-‐Fos)

C/EBPβ

PCB	  153
?

?

?

PPARγ

C/EBPα
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PCB153

Summary of major pathways affected by PCB153

Lipid metabolism

DNA metabolism and Cell cycle

Tissue remodeling and wound repair

Immune response

Xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes
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How can omics results be used for biomarker 
development?
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MeHg/Proteomics: Discriminant analysis for biomarker discovery

0 mg/kg

0,5 mg/kg

2 mg/kg MeHgDiscriminant Analysis seeks to find a way to predict a classification (X) 
variable based on known continuous responses (Y). It can be regarded 
as inverse prediction from a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). 

(JMP v. 7.0.2, SAS Institute)
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0 mg/kg

0,5 mg/kg

2 mg/kg

Discriminant-based biomarkers: does it work?

MeHg
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*
*

E2

control

low dose PW

medium dose PW

high dose PW

L

M

C

H

Biomarkers identified by proteomics 
- reflects effects of produced water with high sensitivity

Bohne-Kjersem et al.,  Aq Tox (2010); Meier et al., MER (2010)Photo: J. Skadal and I. Rønnestad
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Define “Signature peptides” 
for protein candidates

Synthesize “heavy" isotope labeled  
internal standards 

Candidate Proteins 

Endogenous
 “light” peptides

Spike “heavy” 
Internal stnd. 

peptides

MRM-MS

*
Q1 Q2 Q3

* *
*

Ratio “light” peptide
 to “heavy” peptide 

Biomarker verification: 
Stable isotope dilution multiple reaction monitoring (SID-MRM)

L

M

C
H
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Where next? iCod 2.0

based on Rifai et al. Nature Biotech (2006)

Mixture exposures
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Cultivation media:

- Leibovitz 15
- 10% FBS
- 1% antibiotica

Søfteland et al. 2010

Procedure for cod liver slice preparation

Marta Eide, PhD project
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0 h

72 h

24 h

48 h

è

Histology of cod liver slices

Marta Eide, 
PhD project
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Levels of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) released from obtained slices (A) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) within the slices (B), 
measured with the commercial kits Cytotoxicity Detection LDH Plus Kit (Roche) and ATP Lite 1Step (Perkin Elmer), respectivly. Values 
compared to fresh (1 h) slices. Exposure to 0.5% Triton X-100 at 72-120 h serves as control for cell death. Statistical analyses 
performed with Student’s t-test, n = 3, ** indicating p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.
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Viability of cod liver slices

Marta Eide, PhD project
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6,3 μM
50 μM

0,8 μM
Control

kDa

Increased CYP1A1 transcription and translation following 24 h exposure 
to β-naftophlavone
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Cod liver slice culture: Initial exposure studies

anti-cod CYP1A blot

Coomassie stain

Marta Eide, PhD project
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An index to assess the health and benefits of the global ocean?

BS Halpern et al. Nature 488, 615-620 (2012) doi:10.1038/nature11397

Health of 
species and 
populations?

Health of 
species and 
populations?
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